PETER MERRY FEATURED IN NEW CULTURAL
CREATIVES MOVIE

SDi EUROCONFAB 2011, ALMERE, NL

Check out the new film Cultural Creatives 1.0 - THE
(R)EVOLUTION, including a major role for Peter Merry. It
is a documentary made by Frigyes Fogel, an Hungarian
independent filmmaker, on the topic of the Cultural
Creatives, people who are taking an interest in improving
the quality of life and making it sustainable for future
generations See it at http://www.culturalcreatives.cc

CHE’s 5th EuroConFab took place from 7,8-10
April - a conference for practitioners by
practitioners sharing their experiences, quests
and questions around the issue of evolutionary
development and emergence. 60 change
agents from around the world and Dr. Don
Beck, gathered for three days to exchange,
share and co-create around various themes.
Some CHE participants reflect on a deeply
transforming experience.

WISDOM UNIVERSITY IN EUROPE
CHE recommends an event around Wisdom University
coming to Europe, with Princess Irene and Matthiijs
Schouten on “Leven in verbinding” (June 22-24) - links to
more info here

MOTHER’S NIGHT, MDG5 AND BEN KNAPEN
CHE actively partners in the MDG5 Meshwork for
improving Maternal Health, which in includes the yearly
Mother’s night campaign against maternal mortality. On
May 16, Govt. Secretary Ben Knapen was handed 7
recommendations for MDG5 in The Hague, amidst 35
silhouettes of pregnant women, who symbolize the
350.000 women that die each year due to pregnancy or
birthing. The Meshwork stimulates mother’s nights around
the world, as part of an awareness campaign against
maternal death.

CHE RECOMMENDS
Deep Intelligence: The Role of Spiritual Intelligence in
Leadership Mastery
Cindy Wigglesworth, President of Deep Change, Inc. and
recognized expert in the field of Spiritual Intelligence (SQ),
and Dustin DiPerna, author and long time student of
philosopher Ken Wilber, will be explaining the role SQ
plays in Leadership and how it connects to three other
critical intelligences. Those in attendance will be eligible to
receive a free Spiritual Intelligence Assessment - the SQi valued at $99 US. Introductory videos are available
at www.deepchange.com/uk

TRANSITION TOWNS TOTNES
In March and April, CHE and Transition
Towns Totnes exchanged experiences and
learnings. We hosted a meshwork session with
key players in Totnes and they hosted a parallel
session at the EuroConFab. Started in 2006,
the Transition model and process has been
taken up in communities around the world, as a
way for people to find community scale
solutions to challenges from climate change
and resource depletion to economic instability
and ecological destruction.

VACANCY: CHE WEB MASTER
CHE NL is now looking for a web master for
functional and technical maintenance. This
contributes greatly to the visibility of CHE and
helps identify and solidify relationships with
other initiatives. Read more (Dutch)...

QUALITY CENTER FEMALE
REFUGEES NOMINATED FOR
VOLUNTEER AWARD
The Quality Center Female Refugees has
been nominated for the Dutch Volunteers
Award. In addition, Leida Schuringa, founder
and co-ordinator of the Quality Center, is
awarded for her work by the Global Women

Summit. The reception is June 18. We’re very
proud of Leida and congratulate her on what
she and all committans have realized with the
Quality Center. Read more…

WE ARE

CONTRIBUTE

The CHE is designed to meet the needs of a world in
transition. CHE puts in place the conditions to facilitate a
breakthrough to the next level of living and working
together. Places where you can find out more:

Donations

·
Read about our purpose, principles and activities
on www.humanemergence.nl.
·
CHE NL has organized all education, development, training and coaching within the CHE School of
Synnervation. See the dedicated website
www.schoolofsynnervation.nl.
Did you know that the CHE NL Wisdom council includes
Herman Wijffels, Carlos de Bourbon-Parme, Fons
Trompenaars, Marike van Lier-Lels, and Fred Matser a.o.?
The CHE NL Wisdom Council provides valuable insights
on the strategic direction and priorities of CHE NL. See the
entire Council member list.

Thanks to periodic donations, the people of
CHE NL can be significantly more effective.
This includes our partner role in the Meshwork
for Mother Care, our role as Sparring partner of
the World Health Organisation (WHO); and the
creation of the new The Hague Center for
Global Governance, innovation and emergence.
You can credit bank account nr: 21.24.79.172
of the Stichting Center for Human Emergence
in The Hague. CHE NL has been officially
recognized as a charitable purpose, which is
tax-friendly.
A heartfelt thank-you on behalf of the CHE
organization and all its contributors and
synnervators!

